
Welcome to Steel Shed Solutions! We are a worldwide digital platform located in Luxembourg recruiting 

talents (young or less young). Fast-growing SME, created in 2001, we are specialized in sale of steel shed kit 

buildings. 

 

At a strong growth rate, we recruit #talents with whom we can share our values: #teamspirit #ambition 

#challenge! 

 

 

Internship Building designer (M/F)| Luxembourg 

#Missions #Objectives 
Our future young talents will have the mission to integrate in a design office and:  

  Participate in the conception and realization of studies in order to install equipments taking into account 

the internal rules and constraints in the technical specificities related to the activity   

 Participate in the realization of the plans: Fabrication plans, nomenclature and technical documents related 

to the installation of equipments (technical specifications, reports…) using the IT tools and the design 

software 3D AutoCAD and Advance Steel   

 You will even be in charge of the calculation behind the metal steel frames according to your technical 

competences!   

Missions are not limited and will evolve according to the potential and efforts of the candidate (so help yourself!) 

 

 

 #Profile #Skills  

 Your formation is at least baccalaureate plus 2 years of higher education in the domain of Building and Public 

Works, you have good knowledge of AutoCAD, ideally you know the software AdvanceSteel   

 You are a rigorous and organized person, with good communication both oral and written   

 You are meticulous and careful   

 You know how to plan out your activities and manage your priorities 

 

 

 

#Advantages 
 Starting date: to be agreed. 

 Bonus: Fix according to your profile. 

 Workplace: Luxembourg/Bertrange 

 Continuous formation and daily support to succeed in your functions 

 Teambuilding and afterwork 

 

 

 
#Interested 

In order to candidate in our #Scaleup, send an email with your CV and a letter of motivation to the following 

address: talent@group-3s.com (precising the reference Internship in Buildings designer (M/F) and your available 

dates) 
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